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A design that excites



Perfect harmony
A single language to create perfect harmony in 
the room, capable of improving communication 
and decision making. The Meet range offers a 
standardised and unified design to create an 
environment in perfect balance.



A Meet solution for 
every environment



The meeting room table
Being gentle on the eyes and offering clean and simple lines 
results in Meet being an extraordinarily elegant table that also 
offers great features for connecting and managing cables and 
equipment.



AV Cabinet
The beauty of the lines follows through 
to a technical cabinet that blends into 
any environment, becoming an attractive 
item with great features.



The minimalist design is strongly 
focussed on elegance, eliminating 
superfluous elements as much as 
possible. It is a versatile item with 
great technical features for housing 
different devices. 



AV Wall Unit
The display solution that offers design, 
engineering and a wide range of finishes. 
This perfect balance results in the greatest 
efficiency and productivity in decision 
making.





Materials and 
finishes
The wide variety and high quality of 
the materials and finishes in the MEET 
family will help you shape the style and 
atmosphere of your room. They are the 
perfect reflection of the value of your 
company. 







Modular design
MEET allows you to create a large 
number of customised furniture solutions 
with different sizes and finishes thanks 
to the properties of the aluminium, using 
simple shapes with maximum resistance, 
lightness and sustainability. 



Sit & Stand
MEET meeting room tables make it 
easy to hold both sitting and standing 
meetings. An ergonomic and healthy 
solution to energise your meetings.



Exceptional user 
experience
The attention to detail, warmth of materials and 
smart solutions are key to offering an unbeatable 
experience. Elements created to improve both your 
work and your mood. 



Everything has its 
place in Meet
Maximum hidden connectivity to 
improve the organisation of the 
different elements. The perfect balance 
between functionality and design. 



Gentle on the eyes. 
Structurally robust
A masterpiece where engineering, design and 
functionality come together to create a unique 
meeting room table.



Inner power
Hidden cables, integrated equipment, easy 
accessibility through an open structure that 
facilitates the installation and maintenance of 
equipment and cables.  Simply exceptional.





Dimensions

1.  Base screwed 
into the floor

2.  Base with fee

Technical Features Column:

Speed: 38 mm/sec

Max Power: 700 N

Distance: 660 mm

Stand table position Sit table position



AV Unit AV Unit with base AV Wall Unit

Features of AV Accessories:

AV Unit: 1-2 racks 19”

AV Wall Unit: 1-3 racks 19”
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Meet GESAB

Dubai 
971 555 528 390 
Al Quoz 1 
Dubai, UAE

Mexico City 
+52 55 1997 0746 
Homero #1205 Piso 3 
Ciudad de México 11550

Atlanta 
+1 404 990 3748 
3020 Business Park Drive 
Norcross, GA 30071 USA

Bogotá 
+57 1 2185459 
Carrera 13 # 96 - 67 
Bogotá, Colombia

Barcelona  
938 427 050 
Avda del Mogent 68
08450 Llinars del Valles

Madrid  
915 345 064 
C/ Marzo 61-67 
28022 Madrid

International 
+34 915 345 064 
C/ Marzo 61-67 
28022 Madrid


